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If anyone appreciates what it means to be dead to the world, it's Ivy Wilde.Barely recovered from

her brush with necromancy, Ivy is flung once more into a world of intrigue, adventure and potential

death and disaster. It's not her fault - it just so turns out that she's now the only person in the entire

world who can communicate with the dead. And they're a chatty bunch with a list of demands. When

the ghosts offer information about a witch-hating mass murderer in return for Ivy's help, she has no

choice but to get involved. She might be getting herself into more trouble than she realises though -

and that's even before she's dragged to Sunday dinner so she can meet Winter's family...This is the

third book in The Lazy Girl's Guide To Magic series.
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Ah, I will miss Ivy and Winter! And ofcourse Brutus...After what happened in book 2 Ivy is still

recovering after a month and Winter is taking care of her. Because Ivy finds she can talk to ghosts

she wants to know whether this is good or bad magic. So, she contacts the Order. After discovering

several witches have been murdered, Ivy and Winter find themselves on the trail of a vicious serial

killer.I really enjoyed this last installment of the lazy witch. Ivy is actually not that lazy as she once



again tries to save others, whether they are dead or living.I did seem to wrap up quite fast in the

end. And may I say I really dislike Tarquin!!!Pity this is the last book as I would have liked to have

known more about Ivy's magic abilities and their respective families. But it is also good to end on a

high!

I loved everything about this series. This series is the first thing I have read by this author, but you

can bet it won't be the last. The plot is really good, the characters are fantastic, the dialogue is

great, and the cat is the funniest thing around. You need to read the books in order so start with

"Slouch Witch". It only took me two days for each book. I just couldn't put them down. I would start

to read and then when I next looked at the clock it was 4 hours later. Four of the things I value are,

interesting plot and characters, good grammar, and good proof reading. Some times with self

published or independent authors you don't get that, but this series has all four. I'm off to purchase

the first book in another of her series. Please try the LAZY GIRL'S GUIDE TO MAGIC series. I am

sure you will enjoy it as much as I did.

The Lazy Witch series has a cute premise, of a disgraced witch kicked out of the Order and working

as a taxi driver, who raises laziness to a fine art. Of course, when things get nasty Ivy Wilde proves

to be more conscientious than most. Like all of the Helen Harper series I've read so far, the series

features a stubborn, go-it-alone heroine, a hunky but irritating hero, a slow-burning romantic arc,

snarky dialogue, and plenty of adventures -- some full of pratfalls, others hair-raising and near fatal.

Enjoyable minor characters include Ivy's irritable, talking feline familiar (Brutus-my favorite) and her

self-absorbed ex (Tarquin). In this conclusion (?) to the series, Ivy has a horde of huffy ghosts to

deal with, while rushing to stop a despicable villain. Not a deep or lyrical fantasy, but good fun.

The third and last book in this series, like the second, is quite dark: a serial killer is on the loose and

thanks to the necromantic chaos in Star Witch (book 2), Ivy is uniquely set up to help, even though it

once again hampers her plans to be lazy as she can interact with ghosts. Although the subject

matter is quite dark, the author keeps the writing light with Ivy's internal monologue, banter with

partner Winter, and the humor of her demanding cat. It's a little longer than the last 2, I'd say, but

still a fairly quick and easy read. A fun mystery to wrap up this urban fantasy trilogy, when you're

tromping along with Ivy, lagging behind the efficient, striding Winter, and being tsked at by the dead,

instead of in bed with biscuits.



This series was so much fun. I like that there's no crazy over the top love scenes. I like that we get

to see more of Brutus. I've had a lot of cats, and he reminds me of some of them. Most notably a cat

named Smokey, but he was rarely called that. Mostly we yelled kitty at him for whatever mischief he

was currently involved in. Or another cat I had who wanted to sleep on my pillow every night. Even

now, years later I still find myself sleeping below my pillow, no one on it, because that venerable old

cat has gone, but he trained me so well. This is a fun feel good trilogy. I'm kinda sad to see it end.

Read the series in order as this is a good conclusion to a fair series. The author does a good job of

wrapping things up. I do wish Eve had demonstrated a little more physical prowess after all that

running and gung ho attitude. The villain appears almost superhuman in his physical abilities. Even

without magic enough people /witches should have been able to overcome him easier.. His

motivation while obviously psycho did not have a ready cause. Ivy's laziness, although something

the author felt was key, got a bit annoying and borderline crazy. Although I did like her cat

I thoroughly enjoyed this series. It was refreshing to have a reluctant heroine, who was very

comfortable in her own skin, regardless of others opinions. Written with a wiry sense of humor and

fast-past action, albeit with endings that seemed a bit too nicely tied up. If you have a cat, Brutus is

pitch perfect. While, I did enjoy this novel, the first two were better. The tertiary characters seemed a

bit flatter in this version, with everyone fairly predictable. I find it hard to believe that Winter and Ivy

gelled so instantly well as a couple, while healthy for them, it lessoned the tension and made things

a bit dull between them. That being said, I do hope this isn't the last we hear from them or the

Order, or particularly from Brutus. If you are a fan of Molly Harper and her haphazard heroine Jane

Jameson, I'm sure you will find Ivy Wilde full of hilarious hijinks.

The first 3 books in this set have been a fun read. I love the main character the lazy witch. The

structure of the organization of witches she comes up with is a bit odd but fits the story. And I got

several good laughs from the British idioms she uses that I have never heard of here in the states. I

can recommend these books for anyone that is looking for some light reading with a lot of good

clean humor in it.
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